
Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Regular slat White oak Crystal

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own! 3.75”
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Wide slat White oak Crystal

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Narrow White oak Crystal

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Regular slat White oak Pearl

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own! 3.75”
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Wide slat White oak Pearl

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Narrow White oak Crystal

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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0.23”0.43”
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Regular slat Walnut Walnut

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own! 3.75”

0.86”
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Wide slat Walnut Walnut

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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Total thickness

3 3/4” (96mm) 

7/8" (22mm)

Width 

Length (ft) 10’ (118”)

DESCRIPTION

      

Formaldehyde emission
(EN-120)

Fire reaction

(UNE 23727)

Water based varnish

D-S2,d0

Construction

ProFIling system

Solid Hardwood

Finish

      

Interior walls & ceilingsIntended uses

E1

Tongue & groove

Durability of material

(UNE-EN 350-2)

2-3

Density of material 45.5 lbs/ft3

Format Species Color

Narrow Walnut Walnut

DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Add depth and personality to interior spaces with this 

decorative covering that will turn any room into a 

distinctive area. Usually found in living rooms or interior 

walls, its benefits include insulation and noise reduction. 

A work of art on its own!
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0.23”0.43”
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